Shoutout to our Marauder of the Month - ????

Ms. Long describes this Marauder as a conscientious, sensitive young person with a zest for life. They approach their work mindfully, and are always willing to help out their friends. This student's positive attitude is contagious and they are an absolute joy to be around. Oh, and this student is excellent at math!

Ms. Monmaney shares how, in the world of music, many wonderful words could be used to describe this student, such as: motivated, consistent, committed, polite, accountable, hard-working, trustworthy, positive, approachable... and the list of favorable characteristics could go on and on. This musically-minded student is flutist extraordinaire and will be representing NMHS at the Vermont All State Music Festival in May. They are also an integral part of the High School Chorus! They are authentic and act in line with their core values and personality. This student is positive and expresses positive thoughts and feelings through both verbal and nonverbal communication and helps build empathy with those around them. They take responsibility for their music-learning process and show a strong commitment to and enthusiasm about their playing. This student is a music teacher's dream!

Ms. Lyons brags that this student ROCKED her science fair project, exploring the world of red wigglers and their ability to compost en masse. She's a dedicated science student who stays on top of her work, advocates for her needs, and is a delight to have in class.

Whether in the classroom, the weight room, the yoga room or the gym, she is ALWAYS meeting high expectations in Wellness class, listening with curiosity to learn more about how to grow and improve her health, showing outstanding enthusiasm and effort in all activities, and most importantly - having fun! The fun she has no matter the activity is absolutely contagious and a great example of the social-emotional benefits of physical activity.

She is also a critical contributor to the NMHS yearbook. Ms. Loiselle shares that this student really stepped up when we needed help meeting our final yearbook deadline--she jumped right in, learned the program, and started building pages! Her help was massive for us!

We are pleased to announce that April's Marauder of the Month is...Polly Olson!